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Rigorous basis is given to the Dirac-Faddeev method, i.e., the Feynman integral with 
constraints (1st-class and/or 2nd-class), by proving existence theorem of constraints in 
'standard form' for the restricted submanifold of definite dimension. The theorem states 
that such canonical variables exist for a given restricted submanifold that the submanifold is 
specified by putting those canonical variables equal to zero. This theorem will also give 
straightforward understanding of concepts in the Dirac formalism, e.g., Dirac bracket. 

§ 1. Introduction 

A Hamiltonian formulation with constraints following from the singular La

grangian, vvas originated and investigated in general form by Dirac.v For the 

quantization of such system, Faddeev2J incorporated the Dirac formalism into the 

Hamiltonian form of the Feynman integral. We assume that the reader has know

ledge of the Dirac formalism, v.sl and hereafter we use its terminology without 

interpretation, e.g., the 1st-class constraints or the 2nd-class constraints. In Fad

deev' s paper, he restricted his discussion to the case when only the 1st-class con

straints are present. For the case when the 2nd-class constraints are also present, 

a few authors4J have tried a generalization of the path integral formulation. The 

quantization of the system following the singular Lagrangian is given by the path 

integral method through the following procedure. If there exist 2r 2nd-class con

straints ¢a(a=1, ... , 2r) in 2n dimensional phase space, including gauge fixing con

ditions vvhen necessary, then choose 2 (n- r) independent canonical variables, jJ*, 

q*, *l write the other variables as functions of them, and then we can have the 

ordinary path integral in 2 (n- r) dimensional phase space as 

S (. s= } dp*d * exp!z ('\'p*q'*-H*)dt II . q 
\ -= "-- i (2rr) n-r ' 

(1·1) 

1' Address after April 1, 1976: Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo. 
ttl Address after June 1, 1976: Department of Engineering Mathematics, Faculty of Engineering, 

Utsunom1ya University, Utsunomiya. 

*' Although the existence of such canonical variables is not self-evident, it is possible to give 
the proof of it, which is in § 2. 
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1296 T. J'..1aslwwa and H. Nakajima 

where H* denotes a Hamiltonian written by p*s and q*s. Now following Fad

deev's method, we suppose that the above path integral, Eq. (1·1), will also be 

given by the following path integral in 2n dimensional phase space as 

(1· 2) 

where 

d!J. (q, p) = ( ij o (rpa)) Vdet {cpa,¢/} ~~~f~~;i. (1· 3) 

And we notice the latter path integral is much improved from practical point of 

view since solving the constraints is very difficult task in practice. In order to 

prove that Eq. (1· 2) becomes Eq. (1·1), we need to prove that CL.:~~lPi qi- L:~,:-{ 

Pi* CJi *) vanishes up to a total time derivative on the restricted phase space. How

ever, the papers of the aforementioned authors are incomplete at this point. 

Here in this paper, we solve this problem in more general way. We define 

such a concept that if there exists a set of constraints which is also a subset of varia

bles of some canonical coordinate system, we call those constraints as constraints in 

'standard form'. In the next section we prove the existence of constraints in 

'standard form' specifying the submanifold whichever the 1st-class constraints and/or 

the 2nd-class constraints may originally specify it. This proof implies directly 

that L:~~ 1 Piqi- L:~,:-{pi* qi* is proportional to constraints and vanishes up to a total 

time derivative on the restricted phase space. And we give the rigorous basis2), 4) 

for more general expression of the path integral with constraints in the sense 

that gauge fixing conditions could be taken as a set of functions not in involution, 

where "a set of functions in involution" means a set in which any pair of functions 

gi,.re a vanishing Poisson bracket. We also note that the existence theorem gives 

straightforward understanding of various concepts in the Dirac formalism, e.g., 

the Dirac bracket. 

§ 2. Existence theorem of constraints in 'standard form' 

2-1 Canonical formalism in terms of exterior differential forms and some 

lemmas 

The main purpose of this section IS to prove existence theorem of constraints 

m 'standard form' in any cases that the submanifold is restricted in the phase 

space by the 1st-class constraints and/or the 2nd-class constraints. In the discussion 

of such a problem, it is often required to prove the existence of solutions of some 

differential equations, i.e., the complete integrability of the differential system. And 

the condition for the complete integrability is well formulated in terms of the 

exterior differential forms, and besides the canonical formalism is also nicely formu

lated by using differential 2-form. Therefore the theory of the exterior differential 

forms is quite povverful in our discussion. 

The phase space of 2n dimension is such a manifold that there are special 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev .i\1ethod 1297 

n pairs of coordinates, i.e., canonical coordinate and momentum, to define Poisson 

brackets with. It is convenient to introduce a certain (differential) 2-form, 

n 

S2 =- .L dpi f\dqi .*) (2 ·1) 
i=l 

Here \Ve g1ve briefly some definitions and notations used in the differential theory5l 

and show some important relations utilized later. 

A skew symmetric covariant tensor field of order k on the manifold i\1 is 

called (differential) !?-form on i\1, and is written in terms of some coordinate 

system as 

(2· 2) 

vvhere O)i,i, .. -ik is a skew symmetric component and 1\ shows exterior product, e.g., 

d.r ;\ dy =- dy 1\ dx. A vector field X on 1\1 is vnitten as 

"_ ;;-i a 
_L~- _L\.. 

~ i ' ux 
(2. 3) 

which is also considered as a differential operator. k-form together vvith k vector 

fields on 1\1 gives a scalar function on 1\1, e.g., for k = 2, 

where 

1 . . 
OJ=- OJ· ·dx';\d:r1 

2! tJ ' 
X= Xi _ij__ and 

i)xi 

dco 1s an exterior derivative of w, which is defined as 

(2· 4) 

(2. 5) 

(2. 6) 

OJ 1s called a closed form if dw = 0. dro is called an exact form. By definition 

(2 · 6) and from commutable property of differentiations, an operation d 2 is found 

identically vanishing, i.e., d 2 = 0, and therefore every exact form is closed. The 

Poincare lemma is kno\vn as a converse of the above. 

Poincare's lemma. If w is a closed k+1-form, there exists a k-form 0 such 
that uJ=dO.**l 

We note the follo\ving equality for 1-form OJ and vector fields, X and Y, 

doJ(X, Y) =X(co(Y))- Y(w(X)) -w([X, Y]), (2·7) 

where note that [X, Y] is also a vector field. We define a vector field X 1 for 

a function f on .i\1 such that 

S2(X1, Y) =df(Y) =Yf. (2· 8) 

*l Such a manifold with a nondegenerate closed 2-form on it is called a symplectic manifold. 
**l This lemma does not imply that the (} exists globally. 
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1298 T. Maskawa and H. Nakajima 

In terms of a local coordinate system (LCS) (x\ x 2, ···, x 2"), the Q 1s written as 

1 . d j S2=- Q11dx' 1\ x , 
2! 

(i,j=1, ···, 2n) (2·9) 

where S21i is the Lagrange bracket of x 1 and x 1, and S21i= -Qii· If we define 
Qii as 

(2·10) 

we find that 

(2"·11) 

and that the definition 

(2·12) 

giVes the ordinary Poisson bracket*> 

Qii = {x\ xi}' (2·13) 

(2·14) 

We also note that 

(2·15) 

From definition (2 ·1), Eq. (2 ·10) and Eq. (2 ·13), one should note that such a 

transformation that leaves Q invariant in form is a canonical transformation. Sup

pose that there exist two sets of variables such that 

n n 

SJ=-~ dpif\dl=-~ dJ51 f\dct, (2 ·16) 
i=l i=l 

then it follows that 

n n 

d(~p1dqi-~ P1dil) =0' (2 ·17) 
i=l t=l 

and from the Poincare lemma, we find that 

n " 
~pidl-~ pidc/=dS. (2·18) 
i=l i=l 

Conversely, g1vmg a function S, consider U) = ~~=1pi dl- dS. Then, it is known 

that there exists a set of variables such that 

w=i: pidi/ (2·19) 
i=l 

f}f f}g f}g 8f 
*> Our Poisson bracket convention is {/, g} = fJq' f}p' - f}q' fJp' . 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev lvfetlwd 1299 

and therefore vve can call a function S as a generating function of the canonical 

transformation. 
Now we give useful lemmas and their proofs. Here we refer to Frobenius' 

theorem which will be utilized in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Frobenius' theorem. If there exist 1-forms Wa and 8/, (a, ;3=1, ···, r) such 

that 

(2. 20) 

where the 1-forms Wa are linearly independent, then there exist functions fc/ and 
g8 , (a, j)=1, ···, r) such that 

(2·21) 

Hereafter vve use a notation, LCS CP) (local coordinate system), which IS 

a set of independent 2n functions, where "independent" should be understood 111 

the sense that all 1-forms, df\ are linearly independent at each point. 

Lemma 1. If there are independent r functions, P (i = 1, 2, · · ·, r), on 1\1 o£ 
2n dimension, such that 

{P,P} =Cj(f), (i,j=1, ···, r) 

where Cii is a function only of f"s, then there exists a LCS (local coordinate system) 
(g\ g', · · ·, g'n) such that 

{f\ gi} =0, (i=1, ···, r;j=r+1, ···, 2n) 

and 

Proof. From Eq. (2 ·15), we see 

(i,j, k= 1, ···, r) (2. 22) 

For bases (Y1, Y,, ···, Y 2n) of vector field, where Yi=X1, for i=1, 2, ···, r, there 

exist dual bases (rJ)b W 2 , • • ·, U) 2n), i.e., 

(2. 23) 

In the following notation, we distinguish a, {3, r from i, j, kin such a manner that 
a, {3, r=r+1, r+2, ···, 2n and i,j, k=1, 2, ···, r. Then, dwa can be written as 

(2. 24) 

From the relation (2 · 22), from orthogonality (2 · 23) and from Eq. (2 · 7), i.e., 

(2. 25) 

we find that aij =0. Therefore 
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1300 T. Maskawa and H. Nakajima 

(2. 26) 

\vhere (}/=bai~wi+carPwr. Equality (2·26) shows from the Frobenius theorem 
on the complete integrability, that there exist independent 2n-r functions ga 
such that 

(2·27) 

Now, the existence of the LCS in Lemma 1 is trivial. (qed) 

Here we introduce some notations. We call an LCS as a CCS (P; q) (canonical 
coordinate system) if the LCS consists of variables defined locally, qi and pi 
(i=1, ... , n) such that 

{q\ if}= {p',pi} =0' {q'_pi} =oij. (i,j=1, ... , n) (2·28) 

And we name a set of 2r + m independent functions (f'), ( s = 1, .. ·, 2r + m; O<r, m; 
1 <2r + m<2n), as an 'SCCSm2"' (sub-canonical-coordinates-system), if the set has 
properties such that 

{fa,jP+r} =oaP (a, /1=1, ... , r), {rJP} =0. 

(a=1, .. ·,2r+m;/1=2r+1, .. ·,2r+m) 

For the 'SCCS', the following lemma holds. 

(2. 29) 

Lemma2. If there exists a 'SCCSm2"'(/a) (a=1, .. ·,2r+m), there exists 
an LCS (g) such that 

and 

{g\P} =0. (i=2r+2m+1, ... , 2n;j=1, ... , 2r+m) 

Proof. From Lemma 1, there exists an LCS(g0) such that{/\ g0u} =0 (i=1, 
... , 2r+m; u=2r+m+1, ... , 2n). Choosing suitably m functions from (go\ ... , 
g02r+m), and 2(n-r-m) functions from (g 02r+m+I, ... , g02n), and combining those 

functions with the functions, CP) (i=1, ... , 2r+m), we obtain a set of 2n functions, 
(gi) (i = 1, .. ·, 2n). If those functions are independent, this set is the required 
LCS. We will show independence of the functions, (gi) (i=1, ... , 2n), by giving 

(2. 30) 

From {fa, g0u} =0 (a=1, ... , 2r+m; u=2r+m+1, ... , 2n), it follows that 

From linear independence of Xr (a=1, ... , 2r+m), we see that 

(2·31) 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev Method 1301 

By definition of 'SCCSm'"', it holds that 

o = {pr+i,r} = f: {go",r} aPr"+~= ''t,m {gt,r} aPr"+i 
tt=l (Jg 0 tt=l (Jg 0 

(i=1, ... ,rn;a=1, ···,2r+rn) 

and from Eqs. (2 · 31) and (2 · 32), we see that 

(Jj2r+i 
~--=0 
ago" ' 

(i=1, ···, m; p=1, ... , 2r+m) 

(2. 32) 

(2. 33) 

and therefore that those (prcri) (i = 1, · · ·, rn) are functions only of variables (gl) 
(p=2r+m+1, ···, 2n). Since those (dpr+i) (i=1, ···, m) are linearly independ-

ent 1-forms, \ve find that a matrix (apr+i/8g/';i= 1
2' ·+··,rn+ 1 2 ) is of the fJ.= r 1n , ... , n 

rank m, where 
2n 

dpr+i = I: (apr+ijagott) dgo". 
p=2r,m+l 

Here we can assume without losing generality that 

detm C aPr +i I ago 2r l;S;i.j;S;m =FO . (2. 34) 

Now from that 

det2r {j", f'} 15;11 , v;£2r = 1 , 

where 

(p, v = 1, .. ·, 2r) 

we find that the rank of the matrix (af'jag/; f::::i:.·.·.-:~:-+m) 1s 2r. Therefore 
we can assume without losing generality that 

(2· 35) 

Then we choose a set of functions (P1 ; g0'; g0u) (p = 1, · · ·, 2r + m; v = 2r + 1, · · ·, 
2r+m;u=2r+2m+1, ···,2n) as a set (gi) (i=1, ···,2n). By definition of the 
set (gi) and from Eqs. (2·34) and (2·35), it is seen that (2·30) holds. (qed) 

The next lemma, Lemma 3, states that it is always possible to extend an 
'SCCS' to a CCS. 

Lemma 3. If there exists an 'SCCSmw (J') ( s = 1, · · ·, 2r + m), then there 
exists a CCS (P; q) containing the 'SCCSm2"' (!'). 

Proof. From Lemma 2, there exists an LCS (g0i) (i=1, ···, 2n) such that 

f'=g 0', (s=1, ···, 2r+m) (2. 36) 
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1302 T. lvfaskawa and H. Nakajima 

{f', 9oi} =0. (s=1, ···, 2r+m;j=2r+2m+1, ···, 2n) (2. 37) 

From Eq. (2·37), a set of 2r+m+1 functions, (g0';g0u-i-zm+ 1) (s=1, ···,2r+m) 

forms an 'Sees;';+/ containing the original 'Sees:,;:' (f') ( s = 1, · · ·, 2r + m). Proce

eding iteratively to get the range of j in Eq. (2 · 37) to vanish, and finally to 

obtain an 'Sees~_/ containing the original 'SeeS;';', we write it as an 'Sees~_/ 

(gi) (i=1, ···, n+r), where g'=f' (s=1, ···, 2r+m). From Lemma 1, there ex

ists an LeS (hi) (i=1, ···, 2n) such that {g\ hi} =0 (i=1, ···, 2r;j=2r+1, ···, 2n). 

Following the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2, we can give two sets 

of variables, say, (h\ ···, h'r) and (h'r+\ ···, hn~r) such that det2r(8gijahi) 1:;;i,i:;;;2r=FO 

and detn-r (agijahi) zr+ 1:;;u:;;;n+r=FO, respectively. Then it is clear that there exists 

an LeS (gi; hi) (i=1, ···, n+r;j=n+r+1, ···, 2n) such that {gi, J/} =0 (i=1, ···, 

2r;j=n+r+1,···,2n). Let us write matrix elements, Qii (i,j=1, ···,2n) in 

terms of the above LeS (gi; hi) (i=1, ···, n+r;j=n+r+1, ···, 2n). It follows 

from definition of the LeS (gi; hi) that 

{gP, hi}= {gP, g-"} =0, (,u=1, ···, 2r;j=n+r+1, ···, 2n; }1=2r+1, ···, n+r) 

{g-", g"} = {ga, gP} = {ga+r, gP+r} =0, (}1, D=2r+1, ···, n+r; a, $=1, ···, r) 

{ga,gP+r}=Oap· (a,$=1, ···,r) (2·38) 

(See Fig.1). From the relation (9), L.~"= 1 J2iiQik=-oik (i,k=1,···,2n), we can 

see after a short calculation that 

J2ap=J2a+r,p+r=O, (a, $=1, ···, r) 

J2P,=J2ik =0, (,u=1, ···, 2r; J.=2r+l, ···, 2n;j, k=n+r+l, ···, 2n) 

f2a,P+r=Oap· (a,$=1, ···,r) (2. 39) 

(See Fig. 2). Equations (2 · 39) show that J2 has the following form, 

r n+r 
J2 =_'E. dga+r 1\ dga _ 'E. ee 1\ dgP, 

a=1 P'=2r+l 

/r--------/r"/n-r~/n-r~ n --------~ \/'-r~/n-1~ 

( 0 1 0 0 
\ 

( 
\ -1 0 0 0 

t 0 
\ 

0 0 * 
t 0 0 * * \ 

n 

Fig. 1. Matrix elements, SJ'i, in terms of LCS 
(g'; hi). 

( 0 1 0 0 
\ 

( -1 
\_ 0 0 0 

n t 
\ 0 0 * * 
t 0 0 * 0 
\ 

Fig. 2. Matrix elements, lJ;;, in terms of LCS 
(g'; hi). 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev lvfethod 1303 

vvhere 

n...!-r 2n 

rr = - ~· 2::: Qrf3dgr- 2::: f2,(3dhr . (2. 40) 
r=2r+l r=n+r-:-1 

Since the Q and L:~~ 1 dg"+r f\dg" are closed 2-forms, so is L:~~~r+16'' f\dg", and it 

follows from the Poincare lemma that L:;!;r+1613 f\dgf3=dw, with some 1-form w. 

Then it holds that *(dw) =0, where * denotes restriction, dgf3=0 ($=2r+1, ... , 

n+r). From *(dw) =d*cu=O and from the Poincare lemma, we see that *w=d*S 

with some function S and that ()) = L:~!~r+ 1 A.13 dgf3 + ( dS- I:;!;r+t (8Sj()gf3) dg 13 ) with 
some functions A 8• Defining that gn-ri;J = A 13 - ()Sji'Jg", we find that 

n+r 
()) = 2::: gn-r+;l dg'3 + dS, (2. 41) 

f=2r-;-1 

and that 

r n+r 

f2=-2::dg"+rf\dg"- 2::: dgn-r+,qf\dg!3. (2. 42) 
a=l P=2r+l 

Equation (2·42) shows that an LeS (gi) (i=1, ... , 2n) is a ees m which the 

original 'Sees;:· (fa) (a=1, ... , 2r+m) is contained. (qed) 

2-2 Proof of the existence theorem 

Here we give t\vo lemmas and using them, we prove the mam theorem, the 

existence theorem of constraints in 'standard form'. 

vV e call a set of functions ( cj}) ( i = 1, .. ·, N) as constraints specifying a sub

manifold 1\1 and write down 1\I = 1Vf( ¢i) if the submanifold M is specified by 

equations, ¢i=O (i=1, ... , N) and if 1-forms, d¢i (i=1, ... , N) are linearly inde

pendent on 1\I When we consider the values of some function f, on 1Vf, we use 

notation, fiJI· Here one should note that if and only if M=AI(¢i) =AI((fJi) (i=1, 
· · ·, N), those two sets of functions, ( ¢i) and ( (jji), are connected in such a vvay that 

¢i=AiJ/ (i,j=1, ... , N) with some functions, Aih such that detN(Ai;)]-'I,t£i.j£N+O. 

Lemma 4. If there exists a set of independent s + t functions (~i; 'lJ"), (i, j = 1, 
2, ... , s; a=1, 2, ... , t; s+t<2n), such that 

M = 1\!I ( ~i; 'lJ")' { ~i' t;j} = 0 , { ;i' 'I)"} I,,[= 0 , 

then there exist a ees (P; q) and a set of independent t functions (~") such that 

qi=t;i, {P\ ~"} = {qi, W'} =0, (i=1, ... , s; a=1, ... , t) 

1vf C t;i ; 'lJ") = 1\!1 C ;i; W') . 

Proof. From Lemma 3, we can obtain a eeS (p;q) such that qi=t;\ (i=1, ... , 

s). Then from the condition, { q\ 'lj a} I x = 0, those functions, (pi; qi; 'lJ"), ( i = 1, · .. , s; 

a= 1, .. ·, t), are independent in the neighborhood of the 1\1, which is seen as 

follows: Suppose those functions are not independent. Then it holds that (a1dpi 
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1304 T. 2\llaskawa and H. 1\lakajima 

+ bidqi + c "dr;") I }f = 0 with some non-vanishing coefficient a I }f> say, aj I "r, since ( qi; 
rt) are independent. Then we face the contradiction, 

ajljlr=- (ai{pi, qi}) I "'I 

=- (aidpi(Xqi))IM= (a;jP\ qi} +b;{q\ qi} +ca{?t, qi} )IJr=O. (2·43) 
'~} 

Now choosing suitable 2n-2s-t variables ((~), (,u=1, ... , 2n-2s-t), among 

(pi; qi), (j = s + 1, .. ·, n), and combining these ( (") with 2s + t variables (pi; qi; r;"), 
(i=1, ... , s; a=1, ... , t), we can obtain a set of independent 2n variables and write 

it down as an LCS (JA), (A=1, 2, ... , 2n). Some variables of the CCS (P; q) are 

missing in the LCS (JA), and we write these variables as ('7;"), (a=1, ... , t). 
In terms of the LCS (fA), the 'lj" can be considered as a function and is written as 

r;" = 7;" (fA) = 7;" ( qi; pi; r;"; (~). Here we can show 

(2. 44) 

as follows: 

0 = {q\ '7J"} = {l, Yj"(fA)} IJ1= ( {q\fA} ~~:) i = ~~: = a'tj" (O; {i ()__;__(") · 
:J /if p )I p 

(2. 45) 

Then defining new functions as ~" = 7;"- 7;" ( 0; pi; 0; (~), we find that W'l,r = 0 and 

that (qi;~") are independent since det,(a~"/87;8)7'=0 and therefore that Af(~i;r;") 

=lod(qi; ~"). We also note from Eq. (2·44) and from definition of 7;'', that 

{g\ ~"}={pi,~"} =0. (i=1, ... , s; a=1, ... , t) (qed) (2·46) 

Lemma 5. If there exist a CCS (Po; q0 ) and a set of independent 2r functions 

(r;"), (a=1, ... , 2r), such that 

Af = M(r;"), det2r {r;", r;s} I M=FO, (a,$= 1, .. ·. 2r) 

{Po\ r;"} = {q0i, r;"} =0, (i=l, ... , s; a=l, ... , 2r) 

then there exist a CCS (p;q) and a set of independent 2(r-l) functions (~a), 

(a=1, ... , 2(r-1)), such that 

{pi,~"}= {qi, ~"} =0, (i=l, ... , s+l; a=1, ... , 2(r-l)) 

M(r;a; a=l, ... , 2r) =lv1(qs+1,Pu1 ; W'; a=l, ... , 2(r-l)), 

where lvl' =lvl(~"; a =1, ... , 2(r-l)). 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev lvfethod 1305 

Proof. Since {Po\ ?71} = {q0\ ?71} = 0, (i = 1, · · ·, s), we obtain from Lemma 3, 
a CCS (Po; q0 ) such that 

(2·47) 

From det2" {?7", ?J 13 } I }r=FO, (a, p = 1, · · ·, 2r ), there exists an ?7" such that { ?71, ?7"} I ,,r=FO, 
and we assume ?7"=?72 without losing generality. Therefore, in terms of the CCS 

(Po; lJo), we find that {qon\ ?7 2} I "'r=iY?J'/8Po871 l"w=FO and then, from {qo\ ?7 2} ={Po\ ?7 2 } 

=0, (i=1, ···, s), an equation, ?J2 =0, can be solved as Po'+ 1 =}.(qt'\ ···, (j0n, Po872 , ···, 

Pon). Then it follows that 

(2 ° 48) 

\Vedefine new functionsasqi=q0\ (i=1,···,s+1); pi=Po\ (i=1,···,s); ps+l 
=Po871 -A(0,q0'+ 2, ···,q0n,Pos+ 2 , ···,Pan), and considering ?7"+ 2, (a=1, ···,2r-2) as 
a function of (q0S+\ ···, (j0n, ps+\ ···,Pan), we also define W' as 

?;"= (2 ° 49) 

From these definitions, we find that (qs+ 1 ; ps+ 1 ; ?;"), (a=1, ···, 2(r-1)), are inde

pendent and that it holds 

(2 ° 50) 

and that {q\ qi} = {p\ pi} =0, {qi, pi} =oih (i,j=1, ···, s+1). Therefore, from 
Lemma 3, there exists a CCS (p;q) such that q'=q\ pi=p\ (i=1, ···, s+1). 
If we define that Y;zr-J=q''- 1 =q'+1 and '1;2r=ps+ 1 =ps+\ then we find that it holds 

Y;"=A-",3??8 (a, $=1, ···, 2r) with some matrix ~4 such that det 2r(A",g)l,w=FO, and 

therefore that detzr{?;",?;8}l}r=FO. Since it is found that those{?;", 1;8} (a, ;3=1, 
· · ·, 2 (r -1)) are functions independent of qs+ 1 = Y;zr-l and of ps+ 1 = '1;2r in terms of the 

CCS (P;q), and that {?;zr-\?;2"}=1, {?;2"-\?;"}={?;2r,?;"}=O (a=1, ···, 2(r-1)), 

we see clearly that det2 cr-1){?;",?;8}l,w. 1:s;a,,J:s;zcr-1)=FO, where 1'.1'=1\II(Y;a;a=1, ···, 
2(r-1)). (qed) 

Before proceeding to the mam theorem, we will introduce a concept, 'type', 
on some property of a submanifold. Let us consider only such a submanifold JJf 

that 1VI=1'v1(¢i) (i=1, ···, N) and that the rank of a matrix{¢\ ¢i}l !>I (i,j=1, ···, 
N) does not change on 1'v1. Sincei£1\1(¢/)=1\f(ifji),then rank({¢i,¢/}IJ1 ;i,j=1, 

···,N)=rank({¢j\¢ji}l"';i,j=1,···,N), one should understand that the rank is 
determined by the submanifold iii. Suppose the rank is m, and consider equations, 

{r/i, ¢i}1Najl}1 =0, then there exist N-m independent solutions, a"il,w (a=1, ···, 
_N-m). By nonsingular transformation, ¢i=A\¢i, such that Aii=aii (i=1, ···, 

N-m;j=1, ···, N), we find that {¢i, ¢ji}lx=O if i or j=1, ···, N-m, and that 

detm{¢\ ¢ji}l,'f,N-m+I;S;i,i;S;YoFO since rank ( {ifj\ ¢ji}l,w; i,j=1, ···, N) =m. Since the 
matrix ( {ifji, (iji}; i,j=N-m+1, ···, N) is antisymmetric, the m should be even, 
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1306 T. Maskawa and H. NakaJima 

and we write that m=2r and N-m=s. Thus we have obtained s 1st-class con

straints and 2r 2nd-class constraints from the original constraints ((pi) (i = 1, · · ·, 

2r + s), which should be understood as a property of the submanifold Jlvf. We call 

such Mas a submanifold of type (s, r), or such (¢i) (i=1, ···, 2r+s) as con

straints of type (s, r). Further one should note that if M=M(¢/) of type (s, r), 

and those (¢/) of type (s, r) are functions independent of some variables (P", q") 

in some CCS, one can obtain s 1st-class constraints and 2r 2nd-class constraints 

which are also functions independent of those variables, (P", q"). 

Theorem. If there exists a submanifold Af(¢/) of type (s, r), then there 

exists a CCS (P; q) such that 

Proof Since M(¢/) is of type (s, r), we can put M = l'vf((pi) = Jlvf(f])0'; ifi'r), where 

rJJo' denotes s 1st-class constraints, and @2r 2r 2nd-class constraints. From Lemma 

4, where putting (~) = (¢01E00') and (r;) = (00'-\ ifi'"), we obtain M=M(q 1 ; f;"; 

a=2, ···, 2r+s) =M(q1) nM(f;"; a=2, ···, 2r+s). Since (f;") (a=2, ···, 2r+s) 

are functions independent of (q\ P1), we find that M(7j") is of type (s-1, r), and 

we can suppose M(7j") = M(rJJ0'-1; ifi'"), where all functions of 00'-1 or @2r do not 

depend on (q\P1). Now from Lemma 4, where putting Cn = (q\ ¢02), ¢o'E00'-\ 

('!J) = (00'- 2 ; ifi'"), we obtain M = Jlv1(q1, q') n M(?j"; a= 3, · · ·, 2r + s) = M(q\ q') n 

1'11(00'-2 ; ifi'r). Thus proceeding iteratively, we finally obtain that M=l'vf(q\ q', ···, 

q') n A1(ifi2"), where all functions of @2r do not depend on ( q\ · · ·, q'; pt, · · ·, p'). 
Then it is clear that iterative application o£ Lemma 5 leads us to the conclusion of 

the theorem. (qed) 

§ 3. Gauge transformations, observables, gauge fixing conditions 

and the Feynman integral with constraints 

In order to define observable algebra with operationsf+g,Jg and {f, g}, without 

any contradiction to put ¢i=O (i=1, ···, 2r+s), we consider a set of functions 

~ such that 

~{= {fJ{f, rJJ} crJJ}, (3·1) 

where (]) denotes a set of linear combination of constraints, ( ¢i) of type ( s, r), 

i.e., (]) = {ci¢i}, where ci is an arbitrary function. Now we remark that ~ forms 

the algebra. Indeed, if fe_~ and gE~, it follows that {f+g, rJJ} crJJ, {fg, rJJ} crJJ, 

and from the Jacobi identity that { {f, g}, rJJ} C rJJ. Defining a set of functions rJJo 

as 00 =~nrJJ, we see that 0 0 forms the subalgebra since if ¢1E0o and ¢zE0o, it 

follows that ¢1 + ¢ 2 , ¢,¢2 , { ¢, ¢2} E ~' and by definition of rJJ, that ¢, + ¢2 , ¢,¢2 E rJJ, 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev l'vfethod 1307 

and by definition of iY( that {¢~> ¢ 2} E{jJ, and those above imply that ¢1 +¢,, ¢1¢,, 

{¢~> ¢ 2} E{jJ0 , Further we note that 2L·{j)0 c{j)0 and {2L, {j)o} c{j)0 , which imply that 

{j)0 is an ideal in 2'( with respect to ordinary multiplication and to the Lie operation. 

Therefore we can define also naturally induced quotient algebra, iY(* = iY(j{j)0 , with 

those operations, f+g, fg and {f, g}. Now we consider the meaning of those 

algebra. If fE 2L, it follows that 

(3·2) 

where l'vf=lvf(rpi) or type (s, r) and ¢oi are the 1st-class constraints, i.e., ¢ 0iE{jJ0• 

Equation (3 · 2) shows that f is a gauge invariant quantity. Conversely, if there 

exists a function g such that {g, ¢oi} I JI = 0 (i = 1, .. ·, s), and gIN= fL," then define 

g* such that 

(3. 3) 

where c¢~) (,u=1, ... , 2r) are 2r 2nd-class constraints. We see that g*E2( and 

g*l,1r=fL•r· It can be shown that f=g* up to a function ¢o(¢0 E{jJ0) which consists 

of linear combination of the 1st-class constraints and higher order product of the 

2nd-class constraint. Therefore the quotient algebra iY(* could be considered ef

fectively equivalent to some set of those functions, g*. 

Now let us discuss gauge fixing conditions. If there exist s 1st-class const

raints (¢0i) (i=1, ... , s), there appear arbitrary parameters in description of motion 

of the system. If we further restrict motion of the system onto the surface 

i=O (i=1, ... , s) such that det,{xi, ¢/}l"'r, 1:s;;,j:-:;;s=FO, we have no arbitrariness 

in description of motion. However, further restriction to the surface, l = 0 
(i=1, ... , s), should not affect those motions which are physically significant. If 
\Ve can show that for any observables in 21, 

(i=1, .. ·,s) (3 ·4) 

m some LCS (;::\ ... , ;::', "t/c,\ ···, 'fj 2n), new conditions, xi=O (i=1, ... , s), can be 

accepted from physical point of vie>v. In order to show Eq. (3 · 4), required is 

the existence of an LCS (;::1, ... , ;::', 'f/s+\ ... , r;'n) such that 

(3·5) 

Now from discussion in § 2, it is easy to show it. We consider Eq. (3 · 2). If 
M(¢i) =lvf(¢0\ ... , ¢0'; ($\ ... , (f;zr), we obtain lvf(¢0\ ... , ¢ 0'; ($1, ... , (f;'r) =ilf(q\ 

... , qHr; ps+1; ... , jJs+r) with some CCS (P; q), where (¢0\ ... , ¢ 0'; ($\ ... , rt2r) 

is connected \Yith ( q 1, .. ·, q'-' r; J/+1, .. ·, jJs+r) by nonsingular transformation. By 

direct calculation or by considering {j)0 , we obtain that 

s 2r 

¢oi = L il\qj + :E B\e (i=1, ... , s) (3·6) 
;=1 k=L 
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1308 T. Maskawa and H. Nakajima 

Then, from 

(i,j=1, ···, s) (3·7) 

it follovvs that 

afiM =O 
apj , (j= 1, · · ·, s) (3· 8) 

which implies that J[,,r of any f belonging to 2(, 1s a function independent of 

variables, pi (i=1, ···, s). Therefore we can put Pi=O (i=1, ···, s) as gauge 

fixing conditions. More generally, it is shown below that we can put 

xi=O (i=1, ···, s) (3. 9) 

as gauge fixing conditions, if only ·/ (i = 1, · · ·, s) are those functions that 

(3·10) 

If the condition (3 ·10) holds, then, using Eq. (3 · 6), we find det, (axifapi) I Jf, 1::;;i,j:S;s 
=FO, and therefore we can use an LCS (q\x\q',l, ... ,q',x',qS+\ ···,ps+r, ... ,p'n). 
In terms of this LCS, using (3 · 6), we obtain 

. I of I • • I {f, ¢o'} M = iJi 1 {x\ ¢o'} Jf = 0, 
X IM 

(i,j=1, ... , s) (3 ·11) 

and from the condition (3 ·10), 

(j=1,· .. ,s) (3 ·12) 

Thus it is seen that xi=O (i=1, ... , s) are gauge fixing conditions. One can see 

easily that l'v!(xi) n l'vf( ¢o \ · · ·, ¢o'; ¢1, .. ·, (i'r) = M is now of type (0, s + r). If we 

vvrite M=1Vf(Oi) (i=1, ... , 2(s+r)), then det2 crc-sl{8\ Oi}l;w, 1::;;i,j:S;2<rc-sl=FO holds. 

It is well known that after thus having l'vf((;Ji) of type (0, s+r), convenient 

operation, Dirac bracket, {f, g}* is often used. The definition of {f, g}*, 1s 

Since 1vf=l'vf(8i) =1V!(q\ ···, q'c-r; P1, ... ,p''r) with some CCS (q\ ... , q'~·"; P\ ... , 
ps-c 1 ; q*'+r 7 \ ... , q*'n; p*s+r+\ .. ·, p*'n), the meaning of Dirac bracketn is clear, i.e., 

{f, g} *IJr= 2{1,~ §91,~- ail~ 8giM. 
aq*' ap*' ap*' aq*' 

(i=s+r+ 1, ... , 2n) (3 ·13) 

If we define f* as 

(3 ·14) 

we can use the Poisson bracket instead of the Dirac bracket smce 

{f*' g*} I Jf = {f, g} *I JI ' (3 ·15) 
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Singular Lagrangian and the Dirac-Faddeev lvlethod 1309 

From lvf ((l) = 111 ( q\ .. ·, qs+r; p1, .. ·, ps+ r), we understand the meaning of the func

tion f*, in such a way that 

and 
()j* - ()j* 

=0. (i=1, .. ·,(r+s)) 
()qi J! ()pi . J! 

(3 ·16) 

Now we turn to the problem of the Feynman integral with constraints. 

Having prm'ed the existence theorem of constraints in 'standard form', we find it 

straightforward to show that (1· 2) becomes (1·1). In the course of the proof, 

we discard total time derivative in the integrand of the exponent, which is supposed 

only to induce unitary transformation. We note of course that our discussion in 

§ 2 is of local version. However, as far as the restricted submani£old has definite 

type (s, r) and is covered with (local) CCSs, we find the Feynman integral with 

constraints, (1· 2) is valid. Independence of the Feynman integral with constraints, 

of the choice of gauge fixing conditions, is given in other papers,'l- 6) and -.ve do 

not give it here. 

The authors are grateful to Dr. H. Yabuki for g1vmg us motivation to work 

on this problem. One of the authors (H. N.) thanks the Yukawa Foundation 

for the financial support. 
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